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Abstract—This paper presents efficient event detection, correlation and management rules. As the Internet world evolves, the 
complexity of troubleshooting and diagnosing the network increases as well. One of the key foundation aspects of proactive 
management and Monitoring is event generation, its correlation and management in real time.  

Here, for correlating the events a rule based event correlation approach is used. It is here we need an intelligent network co-relation 
and management system. The aspect of building intelligence in this context is significantly complex given the real world scenarios in 
networking domain. Our rules are tested and compared with some available correlation mechanisms on some samples from syslog files 
and real data from a demo network that is setup for demonstration of these event correlation rules. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

N a system or in a network that contains hundreds of machines connected to a common server or a centralized infrastructure, 
every activity performed in the system/network generates an event. To define an event, event is any change in the state of the 

system that performs some action or activity. For example, launching an application on a computer is an event. Similarly, open a 
document; write a document, login to an application, copy a file from a source to a destination all these activities are known as 
events. 
    The events there by generated, list every action that is performed in the system or network. List of these events are stored in a 
separate file known as event log file. The event log file has the log messages along with the timestamp when they are logged. 
Every message in this log file is called as an event since each message represents an event happened at a particular time. Now, 
this log file consists of millions of events logged in it, of which most of them are general events, which are not of much 
importance.  
    Of all the events that are generated, only few can be causing anomalies or disturbance to the network or system. These events 
are to be filtered out in order to handle them separately. For this purpose of filtering the events, event correlation is applied. 
    As a part of event correlation, certain patterns are determined to identify the events. Those events that match these patterns are 
filtered and collected to a different location called as log monitoring file. Now, certain rules are written that determines what has 
to be done with the events that are filtered. According to the principles of these rules some predefined actions are performed. 
    The actions could be like alerting or notifying the administration or management team about the events that are generated and 
causing problem to the network, or they could be like an update reflected on the User Interface of the application that is used by 
the management teams. The Management team as they find the events has to decide about what do they want to do fix the issues 
if any has to be solved.  

 
 

I
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II.  RELATED INFORMATION  

A. Events and Event Correlator 
    Event correlation usually takes place inside one or several management platforms. It is implemented by a piece of software 
known as the event correlator. This component is automatically fed with events originating from managed elements 
(applications, devices), monitoring tools, the Trouble Ticket System, etc. Each event captures something special (from the event 
source standpoint) that happened in the domain of interest to the event correlator, which will vary depending upon the type of 
analysis the correlator is attempting to perform. 
    The event correlator plays a key role in integrated management, for only within it do events from many disparate sources 
come together and allow for comparison across sources. For instance, this is where the failure of a service can be ascribed to a 
specific failure in the underlying IT infrastructure, or where the root cause of a potential security attack can be identified. 
    Most event correlators can receive events from trouble ticket systems. However, only some of them are able to notify trouble 
ticket systems when a problem is solved, which partly explains the difficulty for Service Desks to keep updated with the latest 
news. In theory, the integration of management in organizations requires the communication between the event correlator and the 
trouble ticket system to work both ways. 

An event may convey an alarm or report an incident (which explains why event correlation used to be called alarm 
correlation), but not necessarily. It may also report that a situation goes back to normal, or simply send some information that it 
deems relevant (e.g., policy P has been updated on device D). The severity of the event is an indication given by the event 
source to the event destination of the priority that this event should be given while being processed. 
 
B. Steps involved in Event Correlation 

Following are the steps of activities that are involved in decomposition of Event Correlation. 
 

i. Event filtering 
    Event filtering consists in discarding events that are deemed to be irrelevant by the event correlator. For instance, a number of 
bottom-of-the-range devices are difficult to configure and occasionally send events of no interest to the management platform 
(e.g., printer P needs A4 paper in tray 1). Another example is the filtering of informational or debugging events by an event 
correlator that is only interested in availability and faults. 
 
ii. Event aggregation 
    Event aggregation is a technique where multiple events that are very similar (but not necessarily identical) are combined into 
an aggregate that represents the underlying event data. Its main objective is to summarize a collection of input events into a 
smaller collection that can be processed using various analytics methods.  
 
iii. Event masking 
    Event masking (also known as topological masking in network management) consists in ignoring events pertaining to systems 
that are downstream of a failed system. For example, servers that are downstream of a crashed router will fail availability 
polling. 
 
iv. Root cause analysis 
    Root cause analysis is the last and most complex step of event correlation. It consists in analyzing dependencies between 
events, based for instance on a model of the environment and dependency graphs, to detect whether some events can be 
explained by others. For example, if database D runs on server S and this server gets durably overloaded (CPU used at 100% for 
a long time), the event “the SLA for database D is no longer fulfilled” can be explained by the event “Server S is durably 
overloaded”. 
 
v. Action triggering 
    At this stage, the event correlator is left with at most a handful of events that need to be acted upon. Strictly speaking, event 
correlation ends here. However, by language abuse, the event correlators found on the market (e.g., in network management) 
sometimes also include problem-solving capabilities. For instance, they may trigger corrective actions or further investigations 
automatically. 

III.  EXISTING AND PROPOSED SYSTEMS 

A. Existing System 
    There have been quite a few event correlation mechanisms earlier, which are used for a similar purpose. They look in to the log 
file and correlate the events that match their approach. In the early days, an operator has to manually inject the log messages to 
the correlation mechanism, which is not really sensible. Since, such mechanisms always require a person to keep on monitoring 
the log messages and then manually pass the events to the correlation application. 
    In the later days, the correlators were made to act directly upon the log files, rather than a technician needing to pass them 
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manually. In these systems the log files listed the messages only from the system. 
    Future advancements to the correlators were acting upon the events log that are generated from the events generated from all 
the peripherals of the system and the network. But the correlators were not really efficient as they are not platform independent 
and they require a lot of system resources. 

B. Defining Event Correlation Rules (Proposed System) 
    The Event Handler is the location where the events/log messages are processed the rules for handling the events are actually 
defined in the Event Handler section of the module. Further, the event handler has all the rules that are to be applied on the log 
messages; every log message passes through each of the rule till it reaches the end of the list of rules. The log messages 
processed by the event handler are stored in a intermediate location called Event Log for the temporary basis un till they are 
written in the database. 
 

 
     

C. Application of Simple Event Correlator(SEC) 
    SEC is an event correlation tool for advanced event processing, which can be harnessed for event log monitoring, for network 
and security management, for fraud detection, and for any other task, which involves event correlation. Event correlation is a 
procedure where a stream of events is processed, in order to detect (and act on) certain event groups that occur within predefined 
time windows. Unlike many other event correlation products, which are heavyweight solutions, SEC is a lightweight and 
platform-independent event correlator, which runs as a single process. 
 

i. Installation and dependencies: 
    SEC has been primarily tested on Linux and Solaris, but since it is written in Perl and does not use any platform-dependent 
code, it should work on any modern UNIX platform. SEC is also known to work on Windows, although some of the 
functionality that is native to UNIX will be disabled. 
    In order to install SEC, check where your Perl executable is located and change the first line in the sec file accordingly. For 
example, if your Perl executable is /usr/local/bin/perl, set the first line to #!/usr/local/bin/perl -w. Then copy sec and sec.man 
(SEC manpage) to appropriate directories, e.g.,  
 
cp sec /usr/local/bin  
cp sec.man /usr/local/man/man1/sec.1 
    Since SEC is not tested against ancient Perl releases, it is recommended to run SEC with at least Perl 5.8. Apart from Perl, 
SEC does not depend on other software. It uses Perl Getopt, POSIX, Fcntl, Socket, IO::Handle, and Sys::Syslog modules which 
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are included in the standard installation of Perl (the presence of Sys::Syslog is optional). 
 

ii. SEC Configuration File: 
    Each SEC configuration file consists of rule definitions which are separated by empty lines, whitespace lines and/or comment 
lines. Each rule definition consists of keyword=value fields, one keyword and value per line. Values are case insensitive only 
where character case is not important (like the values specifying rule types, e.g., 'Single' and 'single' are treated identically).  
     
For example, the following lines define two rules: 
 
type=Single  
rem=this rule matches any line which contains \  
    three consecutive A characters and writes the string \  
    "three A characters were observed" to standard output  
ptype=SubStr  
pattern=AAA  
desc=Three A characters  
action=write - three A characters were observed  
 
# This comment line ends preceding rule definition.  
# The following rule works like the previous rule,  
# but looks for three consecutive B characters and  
# writes the string "three B characters were observed"  
type=Single  
ptype=SubStr  
pattern=BBB  
desc=Three B characters  
action=write - three B characters were observed 
 
    Apart from keywords that are part of rule definitions, label keywords may appear anywhere in the configuration file. The value 
of each label keyword will be treated as a label that can be referred to in rule definitions as a point-of-continue. This allows for 
continuing event processing at a rule that follows the label, after the current rule has matched and processed the event. 
 
Rule Structure: 

event matching pattern 
optional Boolean expression of contexts 
event correlation key 
correlation information (e.g., event counting threshold and window) 
list of actions 

 
iii. Rule Types: 
Single Rule 
    The Single rule immediately executes an action list when an event has matched the rule. An event matches the rule if the 
pattern matches the event and the context expression (if given) evaluates TRUE. 
SingleWithScript Rule 
    The SingleWithScript rule forks a process for executing an external program when an event has matched the rule. The names of 
all currently existing contexts are written to the standard input of the program.  
SingleWithSuppress Rule 
    The SingleWithSuppress rule runs event correlation operations for filtering repeated instances of the same event during T 
seconds. The window field defines the value of T. 
Pair Rule 
    The Pair rule runs event correlation operations for processing event pairs during T seconds. The window field defines the value 
of T. Default value is 0 which means infinity. 
PairWithWindow Rule  
    The PairWithWindow rule runs event correlation operations for processing event pairs during T seconds. The window field 
defines the value of T. 
SingleWithThreshold Rule 
    The SingleWithThreshold rule runs event correlation operations for counting repeated instances of the same event during T 
seconds, and taking an action if N events are observed. The values of T and N are defined by the window and thresh field, 
respectively. 
Suppress Rule 
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    The Suppress rule takes no action when an event has matched the rule, and keeps matching events from being processed by 
later rules in the configuration file. 
 
    There are few more rules apart from those that are mentioned above, which contribute to filtering the events. 
 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

    Here is an example ruleset for Cisco events for managing Cisco devices. It is assumed that the managed devices have syslog 
logging enabled, and that all syslog messages are sent to a central host and written to logfile(s) that are monitored by SEC. 
 
# Set up contexts NIGHT and WEEKEND for nights  
# and weekends. The context NIGHT has a lifetime  
# of 8 hours and the context WEEKEND 2 days 
 
type=Calendar  
time=0 23 * * *  
desc=NIGHT  
action=create %s 28800 
type=Calendar  
time=0 0 * * 6  
desc=WEEKEND  
action=create %s 172800 
 
# If a router does not come up within 5 minutes  
# after it was rebooted, generate event  
# "<router> REBOOT FAILURE". The next rule matches  
# this event, checks the router with ping and sends  
# a notification if there is no response. 
 
type=PairWithWindow  
ptype=RegExp  
pattern=\s([\w.-]+) \d+: %SYS-5-RELOAD  
desc=$1 REBOOT FAILURE  
action=event %s  
 
ptype2=RegExp  
pattern2=\s$1 \d+: %SYS-5-RESTART  
desc2=%1 successful reboot  
action2=logonly  
window=300 
 
type=SingleWithScript  
ptype=RegExp  
pattern=^([\w.-]+) REBOOT FAILURE  
script=/bin/ping -c 3 -q $1  
desc=$1 did not come up after reboot  
action=logonly $1 is pingable after reboot  
action2=pipe '%t: %s' /bin/mail root@localhost 
# Send a notification if CPU load of a router is too  
# high (two CPUHOG messages are received within 5  
# minutes); send another notification if the load is  
# normal again (no CPUHOG messages within last 15  
# minutes). Rule is not active at night or weekend. 
 
type=SingleWith2Thresholds  
ptype=RegExp  
pattern=\s([\w.-]+) \d+: %SYS-3-CPUHOG  
context=!(NIGHT || WEEKEND)  
desc=$1 CPU overload  
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action=pipe '%t: %s' /bin/mail root@localhost  
window=300  
thresh=2  
 
desc2=$1 CPU load normal  
action2=pipe '%t: %s' /bin/mail root@localhost 
window2=900  
thresh2=0 
 
# If a router interface is in down state for less  
# than 15 seconds, generate event  
# "<router> INTERFACE <interface> SHORT OUTAGE";  
# otherwise generate event  
# "<router> INTERFACE <interface> DOWN”. 
 
type=PairWithWindow  
ptype=RegExp  
pattern=\s([\w.-]+) \d+: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface ([\w.-]+), changed state to down  
desc=$1 INTERFACE $2 DOWN  
action=event %s  
 
ptype2=RegExp  
pattern2=\s$1 \d+: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface $2, changed state to up  
desc2=%1 INTERFACE %2 SHORT OUTAGE  
action2=event %s  
window=15 
 

 
(fig: Flow chart representation of Correlation) 

 
    The above Flow Chart representation shows how correlation functions. It is explained as, the events are correlated based on the 
correlation rule and if it is an InfoEvent, no action takes place. If it is not an InfoEvent, the Event Handler checks if such Alert 
already exists in the system. If it exists, it updates the alerts and notifies the Management team. Else, it checks if it is Clear Event. 
If it is a Clear Event it doesn’t generate any alert. If it is an other case it creates an Alert and immediately notifies the 
Management team in the form of email or displaying on the User Interface. 

V. CONCLUSION  

    The Event Correlation and Management Framework developed is a solution for most of the existing drawbacks in the current 
Correlation mechanisms. This framework makes use of the Rule-based approach to correlate the events and find the Root-cause, 
which determines the actual reason for any anomalies in the system/network. 
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Key features: 
    Uses rule-based approach for event correlation – this approach was chosen because of its naturalness of knowledge 
representation and transparency of the event correlation process to the end user. 
    Small in size and doesn’t consume much system resources (CPU time and memory). 
    Reads input from log files, named pipes, and standard input (arbitrary number of input sources can be specified); employs 
regular expression patterns, substrings, and truth-values for matching input events. 

Universal - Platform independent.  
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